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Abstract

WikiJournal of Medicine is an open access, peer reviewed journal free of publication charges for its authors. It publishes both research and reviews. It was created in 2014 and has grown rapidly since then. This editorial will highlight its unique features and the developments seen in 2016.

Introduction

WikiJournal of Medicine was established in 2014 as a bridge between the Wikipedia community and medical academia. In the academic community there is a strong and growing movement towards open access journal models, and open access journals already make up 12% of all sciences and humanities journals.¹ Some have also experimented with publication to Wikipedia.²³ Wikipedia remains the world’s largest encyclopedia at 5.3 million articles in English,⁴ and is amongst the most read online sources of medical information.⁵ Wikipedia has a quality assessment system whereby a page can be reviewed by 4-10 independent editors to determine its suitability to be promoted to a ‘featured article’ (4900 articles).⁶ However, there remain many science and medicine pages in need of improvement.⁷ Improved integration between academic journals and the encyclopedia stands to benefit both systems.⁸

The WikiJournal of Medicine combines scholarly quality control with wiki editing. It runs on a wiki hosted by the Wikimedia Foundation (WMF), with minimal requirements for technical maintenance by journal participants. It can therefore publish free of charge for both authors and readers, using the uncommon "diamond open access" model.⁹ It is also editable by anyone, allowing a large group of casual associate editors to aid in formatting and copyediting publications, supporting the main editorial board. It also has the flexibility and transparency to support both public peer review (with reviewers choosing to either contribute under their own name, or anonymously)¹⁰ and post-publication peer review.¹¹ Articles so far published in WikiJournal of Medicine have been incorporated into Wikipedia articles, which collectively exceed 20 million pageviews during 2016, allowing an enormous reach for a journal of its age (supplementary table). Finally, this year it became the second journal to put an existing Wikipedia article through academic peer review.¹² The Cerebellum article was published in June and the peer-reviewed version replaced the previous Cerebellum Wikipedia page.¹³

Developments in 2016

In 2016 the editorial board grew to 10 members, with the addition of: G Vandegrift, D Das, T Shafee and M Laurent. The editorial board oversaw key improvements of the journal’s organisational structure. Formal bylaws have been adopted, improving the journal’s compliance with the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors recommendations. It has also been accepted into the Directory of Open Access Journals and has been registered as a non-profit organisation. Approval for the formation of a Wikimedia user group in June facilitated this process, and paved the way for the journal being granted funding by the WMF through 2017. Furthermore, this year many new participants have joined as associate editors and listed peer reviewers to help the smooth running of the journal.
A new look

The functional changes have been complemented by updates of the structure and formatting of the journal's website as well as the published articles. The new design improves the readability of the articles as PDFs and online whilst retaining the advantages of the MediaWiki backbone used by the website. The journal’s name was voted upon by the community, with WikiJournal of Medicine replacing the former name Wikiversity Journal of Medicine.

Expansion of outreach

The WikiJournal of Medicine is increasing in notability, through multiple efforts by the journal's editorial board. The journal’s model and features were presented at the conferences Wikimania, WikiConference India and OpenCon Ranchi during 2016. These presentations showcased the journal to people working with various WMF projects or Open Access initiatives in an attempt to further unify academics with the community of Wikimedians. Additionally, interest by the medical community and general public have lead to our activities being highlighted in external publications in the popular press.

New WikiJournals

The editorial board believes that the WikiJournal model is a promising format for other fields, and new WikiJournals are already under development. This year has seen the creation of a formal Wikimedia user group that can help to organise the efforts of new journals, and provide a unified naming and logo series. The scope of WikiJournals is also extending, with the development of WikiJournal of Science and interest in the creation of a humanities journal as well as a similar science journal in French.

The WikiJournal of Science’s focus on existing Wikipedia pages inspired us to extend from the WikiJournal of Medicine's original remit of adding new information to Wikipedia, to also include scholarly review of existing information. As a consequence, the quality of existing articles is upgraded through the academic peer review process. Meanwhile, Wikipedia authors can obtain credit for their work developing Wikipedia entries, and can be cited by external works just as in other scholarly publications. We therefore hope that this publication will act as a flagship WikiJournal with the format being extended to other fields.

The year ahead

One of the greatest challenges for a non-profit, volunteer-run journal is promoting the publication. In a crowded academic publishing landscape with an increasing number of predatory journals, it is increasingly important for new journals to justify their existence and highlight their legitimacy. A major aim for 2017 is to publicise, amongst medical and research professionals, this journal's potential to bring medically important material to the vast readership of Wikipedia with no charge for authors. To do this, the WikiJournal of Medicine needs to highlight its unique and novel format.

Through 2017, the editorial board plans to implement extensive outreach, both to the Wikipedia community and to the medical community in general. Firstly, the journal will be engaging Wikipedia's medical community and other editor groups, as well as the WMF's outreach and education initiatives. The board will also continue to increase international awareness at medical schools and research institutes. Additionally, a grant from the WMF will be used to fund a new WikiJournal of Medicine "Best article Prize" to be awarded to authors of articles of exceptional scientific content, readability and value to the general public, as voted by an external judging panel. Articles of any format submitted by September 2017 are eligible for a competition with prizes of US $200, $100, and $50. This continued outreach should bring the publication rate up for the journal to be eligible for MEDLINE/PubMed indexing in 2017. Inclusion in these databases will in turn increase the credibility of the journal, and attract further article submissions. The high exposure that WikiJournal of Medicine articles have through Wikipedia will likely lead to good citation rates.

We therefore expect the year ahead to be positive for the journal. The medical and research communities are increasingly aware of the need for improved content on Wikipedia, and this journal is well positioned to facilitate that process.
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